RGC

HOISTING EQUIPMENT

ROOFING EQUIPMENT

Roof Brackets, Shinglers, Ladder Hook & Ladder Arms
RGC compliments its line of premier hoisting products
with an assortment of Roof Brackets, Shinglers, Ladder
Hooks and Ladder Arms to assist you with virtually any
roofing job.

2 x 6 Roof Brackets

Roof Brackets are sold in sizes to accept 2 x 6,
2 x 8 or 2 x 10 planks. Shinglers hold a 2 x 4 on
either the 2 in. or 4 in. side. Ladder Arms support
the ladder without allowing it to rest directly on
the roof edge or gutter.

2 x 6 x 45° Standard Brackets
Holds a 2 x 6 wood plank snugly with no rocking or tipping.
Can be used on all slopes up to a 12/12 pitch. Bracket can be
removed without raising or damaging shingles.
Weight - 32 lbs./doz.
2 x 6 x 60° Brackets
Similar to the Standard brackets described above except
that they hold a the wood plank at 60° to the roof pitch.
Weight - 32 lbs./doz.
2 x 6 x 90° Brackets
Similar to the Standard brackets described above except
that they hold a the wood plank at 90° to the roof pitch.
Weight - 32 lbs./doz.

2 x 8 Adjustable Roof Brackets
Roof Brackets

Adjusts to Roof Pitch
Locking device is provided to prevent accidental closing at
45° and 56°. Holds a 2 x 8 wood plank for a wide horizontal
platform. Three parts form a sturdy triangle. When folded
they form a solid rectangular box for easy storage.
Weight - 38 lbs./doz.

2 x 10 Roof Brackets
2 x 1 0 x 45° Standard Brackets
Similar to the 2 x 6 standard bracket except that it holds a
2 x 10 wood plank for an extra wide work platform.
Weight - 40 lbs./doz.

Roof Shinglers
Narrow
Fits a 2 x 4 plank on edge to make a safe toe hold on
shallow pitched roofs. The wide thin strap allows the bracket
to be removed without raising the shingles that are laid over
it. Weight - 21 lbs./doz.
Wide Similar to the narrow model except that the 2 x 4
plank is held on the 4 in. side. Weight - 24 lbs./doz.

2x8, 2x10 & 2x6 Roof Brackets

Ladder Hook with Wheel
The wheel makes moving and aligning a ladder an easy task.
The swivel plate allows a ladder to be placed in the valley
between the gables. The plate prevents the hook from
cutting into asphalt shingles. Weight - 6 lbs. ea.

Ladder Arms
A pair of arms supports a ladder without allowing it to
contact the roof edge or gutter. Weight - 4 lbs./pr.
Ladder Hook w/ Wheel & Roof
Shinglers
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